
34.

The assault came towards the end of the meal, by which time, if not
deafening, noise levels onstage had awoken Norringe, slumbering in his
basket under the main dining table, to the group Cossack dance performed

by Nigel, Stephen and Rupert in their guerrilla garb to the accompaniment of
George’s handclapping. It was an assault mounted by four men in combat clothing.
Although the team leader stood out for being distinctly larger than the others, all
looked strong, fit and as if they meant business. 

The Kemble’s inmates need never have known of their existence, had it not been
for their leader’s obstinacy. After the quartet broke through into the vault from Sam’s
antique shop basement using state-of-the-art oxy acetylene cutting equipment and
without setting off any Semtex charges, they had systematically removed every
canvas from its frame and every curio from its display case. But it was when three
of the party, under the impression that their work was over, went to vacate the vault
that the fourth insisted on finding out why certain items were missing.

His instructions had been clear: attract minimum attention, create minimum
fuss, be quick but thorough. That last bit had been the snag: the booty was
incomplete. What had the boss said? ‘Stay away from the hostage-takers. You’re not
there to give them any trouble. Make that clear, if they latch on to you, but stay
your ground. Keep them at bay, while you finish what you started, and then get
out.’

The thought of an incomplete haul rankled with Anatoly, the man appointed
to head the raid. Someone had failed to think things through. ‘No problem’, the
big man (their employer) liked to say, the three syllables rolling off his tongue with
hollow casualness. Well, in fact, Vladimir, there was a problem: a fucking big one.
Anatoly discussed it with Fedya, his adjutant, who didn’t like the implications. But
Fedya wasn’t the one who would be putting his head on the block. Where there
wasn’t a problem was with Harrington and his amateur baby snatchers. In other
words, the Semtex was dud, the four of them should move inside the theatre, take
the occupants by surprise and get them to hand over the rest of the boss’s property.
How, asked his right-hand man, did he think they could do that without
compromising the operation? ‘Leave that to me’ had been the response of someone
fired up and contemptuous of those unable to see the larger picture. His adjutant
persisted: they hadn’t been given an inventory; what if the missing items had already
left the vault before the theatre mob arrived on the scene? A cattle prod could have
not acted more effectively on someone who bristled at logic. 
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Clare was the first to see them appearing one by one from behind the flats. For
a fraction of a second, her wine-fed imagination was tickled by the thought that
outsize moles had emerged from the Coverly estate lawns, then she lowered her
glass and the chill words ‘Oh, good Jesus’ issued from her lips. Keith, Graham,
Arthur and George, on the same side of the table as her, but with their chairs angled
towards the stage front, watching the three lads, were slow to register the presence
of the newcomers, each armed with a machine pistol. 

Those with their backs to the stage scenery, including Phil, still eating dessert,
his Uzi out of reach, were too immersed in the entertainment to tear their eyes
away from the prancing trio, until the latter’s gyrations brought the upturned gaze
of the two outside dancers, Rupert and Stephen, to bear on the armed foursome.
Nigel, with bowed head and eyes fixed on the stage floor (his arms around his
partners’ shoulders) was brought to an abrupt, shuddering halt. Phil and the other
spectators facing the auditorium swivelled around.

The sight of the raiding party was too unreal for the silence to last for long.
‘Gatecrashers not welcome,’ said Martin, his daring fortified by alcohol, the

knot in his stomach telling him this could not be true. 
‘Who’s in charge here?’ A semicircular motion of Anatoly’s free hand directed

two subordinates to cover both ends of the table.
‘What kind …?’
‘Nobody’s in charge,’ said Zoe, cutting Phil short. ‘Just who might you be?’
‘SAS. Stay put.’
George, emboldened by an irrational sense of immunity in which wine played

no little part, rose to his feet. ‘Terrorists by invitation only.’
‘Sit down and shut up,’ said Fedya, who wished he had not listened to Anatoly. 
The reporter belched and resumed his seat, drawing comfort from the fact that

the fellow who had just spoken sounded less menacing than his musclebound
associate.

Phil glanced down at his dessert spoon; the raspberries and cream were
beginning to smell as fishy as the two men’s Slavonic accents. 

In the meantime, Sam’s mind was racing to make sense of a development that
made no sense. If this was Ephraim’s idea of an eleventh-hour rescue operation,
the timing beggared belief. Nothing short of the Mossad could have clinched such
an operation, and there were three good reasons to rule out the Israeli secret service:
first, Ephraim would never have been able to pull enough strings; second, Mossad
intervention required British Government consent – out of the question in the
event; third, Mossad had other fish to fry. Phil had arrived at the same conclusion:
East-European accents meant these heavies were masquerading as members of the
Special Air Service; none of them merited his beret with the winged dagger badge. 

Having heard two out of four voices, Sam, not to be denied knowing whether
he had underestimated the strength of Ephraim’s Mossad contacts, essayed a blind
throw of the dice. ‘I’m Weisglaube,’ he said in Hebrew. ‘If you’re who I hope you
are, you’ll know who’s buried in the Cave of the Patriarchs.’ 
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Silence enveloped the stage; it was as if the antiquary had cast a spell. Impossible
to tell what was going through the minds of four momentarily baffled assailants. A
reply materialised at last from the mouth of the man Sam took to be in charge. ‘You
were told to shut up, so shut up.’ 

Disheartening but not unexpected, and it could mean only one thing. That
Ephraim might contact Vladimir Voronovsky had never entered his head. But why
not? After learning from Arkady that the icon and Kramskoi had been smuggled
into his vault by Voronovsky, Sam had foolishly imagined that the billionaire
businessman (granted political asylum by a UK government appreciative of all the
inward investment it could get and sympathetic to criticisms of irresponsible
regimes) would have lain low. But Ephraim, with a finger in every rotten pie under
the sun, had doubtless persuaded the Russian to recoup his losses by grabbing all
he could from Sam’s vault before it was too late. How large a piece of the pie had
Ephraim offered this embezzler of state funds and what guarantee had he received
that Voronovsky would not do the dirty on him and his brothers?

Phil was certain that the intruders belonged to London’s criminal underworld.
Perhaps even Aronov’s hired hands, although how had they bamboozled the police,
not to mention the soldiers manning their Challenger 2s? In other words, since
neither the MoD nor Floyd could have sunk to the level of contracting out lifting
of The Kemble siege to this riffraff, he and everyone else onstage was in for a bad
time, particularly if more of the gang had abseiled down into the office and
overpowered Fred and John. Phil hoped that Dave and Arthur had the sense to
imitate hostages. Much depended on just how much these four crooks knew about
who was who inside The Kemble.

‘What are you after?’ The question came from Nigel, who had broken away
from his partners’ embrace. ‘Am I the one you’ve come for, Gregory Hastings’ son?
If so, you can turn round and go back home. I’m walking out of here in the morning
along …’

The group leader faltered. ‘You’re of no interest to us,’ he said, his voice losing
some of its edge. ‘We’ve been called in to make sure the art leaves here intact.’

Martin fought back rising nausea. ‘The SAS has come down in the world, hasn’t
it? I didn’t think removals were in their line.’

‘Called in by who?’ Zoe objected to having to speak to faceless thugs. 
‘None of your business.’ 
As if relenting, the group leader swung the barrel of his machine pistol away

from the table only to switch it back moments later under the influence of Zoe’s
hardening opposition.

‘Wrong. I have it on good authority that the Metropolitan Police will be moving
in here first thing tomorrow after our release to ship every one of those artworks
out for controlled inspection by different galleries.’ A defiant Zoe was determined
to persuade herself as much as the others that she could stand up to these crooks.

‘Well, your authority isn’t as good as you think. It’s been overridden by the
MoD.’
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‘A little phone call should make that clear.’ Zoe’s voice held steady.
Her adversary took a step backwards, before uttering a gasp of impatience. Had

he not hesitated, his second-in-command might have held his peace. 
‘Anatoly, this is crazy. Let’s call it a day. We’ve got what we came for.’
It was ill-judged: Fedya of all people should have known that first names were

taboo. The man called Anatoly teetered on the brink of a brutish need to prove
himself. 

‘Our instructions were to remove everything from the gallery. Things are
missing. Where are they?’

Samuel Weisglaube hauled himself to his feet. The gunman covering the
antique dealer’s end of the table moved forward and agitated his weapon, a warning
ignored by its target. ‘I’m the owner of that gallery and I don’t like your tone.’

Intended to distract attention from the other end of the table, where Dave was
endeavouring unobtrusively to tap out a text message in his lap, Sam’s move
succeeded only partially: Dave pressed the send button on an unfinished
communication and shot bolt upright at the feel of cold metal on the back of his
neck.

‘Give it here.’ 
‘Shit.’ Dave exhaled a deep breath and surrendered the cell phone over his

shoulder.
‘Tried to text someone.’ It seemed to be beyond the man’s capacity to

manipulate this new lightweight acquisition while holding a bulkier weapon in his
other hand.

‘Naughty, naughty. Doesn’t believe us. Who were you texting?’
‘A man called Parmentier. Mean anything to you?’
‘Why, should it?’
‘If you’re who you say you are.’
‘Perhaps when he texts you back, I should call him about those missing

paintings.’ Anatoly snapped his fingers. ‘Let me have that.’
Misinterpreting his gesture, the assistant threw the confiscated item through

the air. Anatoly’s upraised hand failed to connect. The cell phone crashed to the
floor, sliding across it and down into the orchestra pit. 

Anatoly brandished his machine pistol, but lashed out with his tongue. ‘You
brainless idiot.’

The other man cuffed the back of Dave’s head. ‘His fault.’ 
Fedya, whose thoughts were on the police and military cordon outside the

theatre, decided to speed things up. He and his companions might have bluffed
their way into the building, but if the situation got out of hand they could end up
as caged as the rest of this bunch. 

‘There are gaps on the wall. Pictures have been taken down. Where are they?’
‘You don’t need to be a genius to work that one out,’ said the antiquary. ‘Some

have been sold, others returned to their owners.’
‘Others,’ added Zoe, ‘removed by the government’s art experts. They visited
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us, you know, a few days ago. Didn’t the MoD give you Ferguson’s check list?’
Not liking what had all the makings of a worsening situation, Sam resumed

his seat.
Anatoly strode across to the three youngsters, seized Nigel by the arm and

pointed his machine pistol at the boy’s head.
‘You lot think you’re so bloody clever. Where are the missing paintings?’
A quite different question occurred to Anatoly’s adjutant. ‘Hang on. Aren’t we

forgetting something? Is everyone here?’ 
The question met with blank looks. 
‘The bar, toilets, that room on the first floor looking out onto the street.’
Arthur eyed the questioner and spittle wiped from his lips with equal distaste.

‘What you see is what you get.’
Martin jumped in, taking his chance. ‘Didn’t they brief you? Thirteen of us.

Lucky for some, unlucky for others. This is party day or was, until you spoilsports
dropped in.’

‘Get up there.’ Anatoly motioned to the underling who had seized Dave’s cell
phone.

‘Very special forces,’ said Nigel, responding to the pressure on the back of his
skull.

Martin stood up, his heart hammering against his rib cage, his hands suing for
peace. ‘Go easy. Don’t do anything you’ll regret.’

Anatoly lowered his pistol. But his attention was not on Martin. He was looking
in the direction of the man sent to reconnoitre the first-floor room, scanning each
section of the auditorium along his path.

8

John Crusoe responded to the jingle alerting him to Dave’s text message while
seeking out a bottle of mineral water in the bar. It read: Raid SO. The missing final
consonant crushed any doubts Crusoe might have had about whether this was a
drunken jape or a distress signal. The day had started out too well for it to end on
a perfect note. Somebody (Meredith, Parmentier, Gregory, Isabel Hastings or all
four) had lied to him. The cheque in his wallet was genuine enough but that was
as far as it went.

He had to get back to the office, where he had left Fred on his own. The Uzi
was propped up against the window sill, not that Fred would stand much of a
chance to grab it, if no sound of the break-in had filtered up this far. John edged
his way gingerly across from the bar entrance to the corridor leading to the office.
By the time he got there, the office door was open, which was not how he had left
it. He clenched his teeth. What next? A double espresso from the bar’s coffee
machine having put paid to fatigue, if anything he felt wider awake now than at any
time that day. But what awaited him in the office and could he deal with it
singlehanded? 
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For the briefest of moments, Crusoe debated whether to leave well alone and
make tracks for the foyer. But why should that be any safer than where he was now,
and why should they (whoever they might be) be allowed to get away with this?
He drew nearer. Then, everything fell into place: just one character (he hoped there
was nobody else out of sight) dressed in fatigues and holding a gun to Fred – with
the safety catch on. The intruder reacted sluggishly to the change in Fred’s eyes.
John dealt a firm, swift blow to the back of the head. The bottle of highland spring
water downed his man as effectively as a captive bolt felling an ox in an abattoir.
Crusoe stood stock-still, admiring the bottle. ‘The kind they use to launch ships
with. Unbreakable.’

‘Who the hell is he?’ Badly shaken, Fred seized hold of the Uzi.
Crusoe picked up the extra machine pistol. ‘Chinese or Russian made.’ He

lifted the man over onto his back and took in the broad facial features and high
cheekbones characteristic of a Slav, ‘Not one of ours. Fred, we’re in trouble.’

‘I need telling that?’
Crusoe turned, crossed to the door, glanced outside, then locked it shut. ‘What

did this creep say?’
‘Next to nothing. ‘Be a good boy and you’ll come out of this in one piece.’

What’s happening?’
‘Got texted from downstairs. We’ve been raided.’
‘For God’s sake, why?’
Crusoe weighed the weapon in his hand and nudged the inert body at his feet.

‘If this character and his modus operandi are anything to go by, we’re dealing with
criminals.’

‘Who walked past Scotland Yard and the army?’
‘Yes, takes some beating.’
‘So, what do we do?’ An already pale Fred felt as if he was about to keel over.
‘What do we do? Rather what do you do. It’s going to be okay, Fred. Just hang

on. Hang on until you’ve sounded the alarm – while or after I lower you out of the
window in that bo’sun’s chair.’

‘That’s it? What about you?’
‘I’ll sneak down through the passage to the lighting desk and see how many of

these guys we’re up against. Perhaps give them a taste of their own medicine.’
‘That’s crazy.’
‘Not your problem, so shut up and get in that chair. If you’re quick getting

back-up, I won’t have to lift a finger.’

8

Anatoly’s patience was running short. He should have heard from Nikolai by now.
Had the fool left his cell phone turned off?

‘Fedya, go and see what’s cooking upstairs. Careful.’ 
‘Maxim can go,’ replied the adjutant, reluctant to leave his less than level-
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headed superior holding a pistol to the prime minister’s son.
The square-jawed sham commando at Arthur’s end of the table pulled out an

empty chair and planted a foot on it. ‘I’d hate to miss the action here.’
Among those witnessing these currents of dissension, Dave was rueing the fact

that a New METRO Uzi lay out of his reach in Phil’s chest by the living-room-
window stage flat, a chest that might or might not be locked. The moment was
approaching when The Kemble’s late-night diners would be faced with only two
weapons. But with one of these pointed at Nigel, the options were not great.

The man called Fedya did not look happy. ‘Fuck, what the hell, I’ll go. Just
remember what we came here for. No violence.’

‘Get going.’
Instead of waiting for Fedya to leave the stage, for reasons inexplicable to Dave

and the others, Arthur chose that moment to get to his feet opposite Maxim and to
move out to stage front. Sensing what Arthur had in mind, Graham went to restrain
him but was rebuffed. Martin, seated nearby, gave Graham a nudge, sprang to his
feet and snatched up his chair. Quick as he was to join the actor, by the time Graham
reached his side Martin was thrusting a chair leg into Maxim’s throat. The Slav
gagged, stumbled backwards, stepped on the tortoise, which had emerged unseen
from under the table, fell clumsily onto the stage, jarring his elbow, and lost hold
of the machine pistol.

‘You clumsy, flat-footed oaf,’ yelled Martin. ‘You’ve trodden on Plautus.’ 
Hardly had the actor spat out his venom than Norringe, either reacting to the

tortoise’s plight or defending itself against a malign presence, streaked hissing from
his basket under the table and pounced on the invader’s shoulder. Maxim screamed
as both sets of claws dug deep into his face. Before he could throw the cat away, it
had drawn fresh blood, bounded to the floor and bolted offstage into the stalls. As
Maxim tried to push himself back up, Graham floored him with a violent kick to
the shoulder, followed this up by stamping on his chest and then pinned the Slav
down with the help of Martin, who had scooped up the weapon and was holding
it by the muzzle ready to use as a club. 

Fedya looked on with a mixture of amusement and alarm, his own machine
pistol at his side; while he doubted whether Martin knew how to handle the
weapon, that very ignorance rendered him a danger to everyone. Anatoly, torn
between teaching the man who had downed Maxim a lesson and fending off the
broad-shouldered old man advancing on him with teeth bared in imitation of
Norringe, either of which course of action would have meant backing away from
the boy, made Fedya the culprit for his inaction.

‘Don’t just fucking stand there,’ he said through gritted teeth. ‘Show him we
mean business.’

It was too late. In next to no time, Phil had darted across to Martin, snatched
the weapon from his grasp and turned it on Fedya.

‘Take it easy,’ he said. ‘This doesn’t have to get any worse. Drop that frigging
gun, or I take down your pal.’
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All his effort given over to pressing Maxim’s arms to the floor, while Graham
held the man’s rib cage in a knee vice, so that the Slav was reduced to thrashing his
legs, Martin looked on powerlessly at the confrontation between Phil and the
remaining two armed thugs.

‘You’ve broken his shell,’ shouted the actor, partly in response to the sight of
the distressed tortoise, which was emitting panic-stricken squeaks, and partly as a
ruse to divert attention from Phil. ‘He and his kind were into differential equations
before your crowd frazzled its brains on slivovitz.’

‘Oh my bleeding heart.’ Despite the bravado, Anatoly was beginning to
question his grip on things. ‘An animal rights crusader. What about boy wonder
here? How much is his life worth?’

‘A damn sight more than yours.’ Arthur hurled himself at the gun hand of a
man who had allowed his attention to wander. Riding out the pain knifing into his
side, he knocked the machine pistol away from Nigel’s head, before jabbing the
biro held concealed in the flat of his hand up and into Anatoly’s throat.

In flailing out with his left hand, the self-styled SAS commander only drove
the biro in deeper before wrenching it from his neck. Pain combined with the damp
rush of blood stoked fury. Within seconds Anatoly had pistol-whipped a demented
Arthur, grappling to engage him in a half nelson. The Russian flung away his beret,
sweat coursing down his forehead from a mop of hair foreign to any serving
member of the SAS and tried to staunch the flow of blood from his neck with the
back of his gun arm. 

Turning a deaf ear to Anatoly’s screamed order to ‘do something’ and unwilling
to call Phil’s bluff, Fedya kept one eye on the New METRO leader, the other on
the boy who, thrown free by the struggle, had tottered towards his two companions
near the footlights. Phil seized the opportunity to shift his aim towards Anatoly.
Preoccupied with his throat wound and sensing his vulnerability, the Russian
delayed bringing his own weapon up. There was no mistaking Phil’s intention, but
in the same split second that the blood drained from Anatoly’s face, the firing
mechanism on Maxim’s weapon jammed. 

Fedya motioned Nigel closer in towards stage centre. The youngster all but
tripped over Arthur, rolled up into a ball on the stage floor, hands clasped around
his head and moaning.

From the viewpoint of the numbed witnesses to what followed, things had
gone too far for Dave’s lunge towards the rear of the stage to have ended any other
way. Anatoly’s machine pistol stuttered. Bullets sprayed in an arc from left to right,
one catching Dave in the hip. Martin released his hold on Maxim and made as if to
grab Graham with the idea of dragging him down onto the floor in the hope that
both men might end up shielded by the Russian. But everything happened too fast:
Graham, with his back to Anatoly, was hit in the lower back and unseated from his
prisoner. Maxim promptly pushed himself up on one elbow and away from his
captors into Anatoly’s line of fire. A howl rang out as two rounds smashed his
collarbone. The final string of bullets gouged their crude code into the flimsy wall
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below the ground-floor windows of a once stately home.
‘When are you going to learn your lesson?’ For all his hectoring, the Russian

realised that everything had fallen apart.
Fedya rammed the point home. ‘You’ve blown it, Anatoly. We need to get out

of here.’ 
Dropping any further pretence, Anatoly snapped back in broken Russian. ‘All

right, all right. You had a better solution?’
Onlookers effectively shackled to the table viewed the savagery with differing

degrees of fear and helplessness.
Keith was alive to the perspiration staining his upper shirtsleeves. The prospect

of death banished all thought of a television documentary destined to become a
major turning-point in his and Zoe’s careers. 

Suspecting that she had conjured up the present nightmare, Zoe wrung her
hands and stifled a sob.

George had wet himself, his predicament worse, he decided, than being
imbedded with frontline troops in Iraq: no helmets, no Kevlar body armour. Liquid
thoughts told him that The Kemble’s fountain of good fortune had run dry. 

While longing to throw a steak knife at the despicable Anatoly, Clare,
simultaneously enraged and terrified, knew the most she could hurl was
vituperation.

Samuel Weisglaube had refined his assumptions: either Ephraim was for
nothing in this or he had been short-changed. 

Closer to the footlights than the dining-table, Rupert and Stephen, churned
up by the treatment meted out to Arthur, viewed the unrolling sequence of events
through dissimilar lenses: the Russian student had flashed a message to Stephen to
join him in pouncing on Anatoly from behind with a view to tackling him to the
ground; the crude semaphore had not got through.

In fact, Nigel’s school chum was looking Rupert’s way but with a different idea
in mind: he was calculating his chance of jumping down into the orchestra pit,
racing up the side of the auditorium and making it to the foyer. Once there, he
would grab the fire extinguisher he remembered seeing near the entrance and
smash the glass in one of the doors. It seemed worth the risk, until Stephen
remembered the Semtex. These characters had made it into Sam’s museum despite
the Semtex. That Phil had omitted to wire the vault doors with explosives was
inconceivable; either faulty wiring or somebody had forgotten to rewire the charges
after admitting their white-haired visitor. Of the two problems uppermost in
Stephen’s mind, the Semtex and how to pull a fast one on Fedya, the first gave more
cause for concern: were the foyer door frames still wired? He had to assume they
were, in which case would he have the strength to lob a heavy fire extinguisher
through one of those glass panels from a safe enough distance to avoid being blown
to kingdom come? 

It was not glass but collective indecision that had shattered under the ferocity
of Anatoly’s fusillade. 
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Amplified by the theatre’s acoustics, the thunderous reverberations were still
echoing across the stage. Clare, Zoe and Keith, whose instinct had been to clap
both hands to their ears, gazed in horror at the injury inflicted by one crazed
individual.

Stunned by Anatoly’s mindless savagery, Clare struck back. ‘You want to kill
everyone? You think that will get you anywhere?’

Striding across the stage, Anatoly grabbed Nigel by the collar of his Cuban
revolutionary jacket, dragged the youngster in front of him and, in an unambiguous
message to Phil, levelled the machine pistol at the boy’s head. 

‘Drop it.’
Phil lowered his arm and let the ineffectual weapon drop to the floor.
‘Get it, Maxim.’
‘Get it yourself, you imbecile.’ The wounded Slav was hugging his left

shoulder. ‘You could have fucking killed me.’
‘Too bad he didn’t,’ said Martin, who had abandoned Maxim in favour of a

sickly-looking, prostrate Graham. ‘If you’d been government-sponsored terrorists,
I’d have said the game was up. But I see you’re common criminals, so maybe you
should give a second thought to saving your bacon and help us, damn you.’ 

All the while, Fedya, for whom it was clear that Anatoly had blown a fuse, had
been debating whether to see what was keeping Nikolai or to make a run for it with
or without his lunatic team leader. Not that this choice required prolonged thought:
Nikolai, their driver, had the keys to the van in his pocket; if Fedya was to stand a
chance of fleeing the scene with what the group had already salvaged, he needed
those keys.

‘I’m going up top,’ he said in Russian, seeing little point in disguising his
mother tongue. ‘Looks like you’ve got things under control.’ Pandering to Anatoly’s
ego was preferable to telling the man to clean up his own mess.

Anatoly might not have been able to see the expression on Fedya’s face, but he
could read the change in his adjutant’s voice. What, in heaven’s name, was up with
Nikolai? And had the gunfire alerted the forces outside? What if they cut the power,
stormed in with their night-vision goggles, tear gas and enough ammunition to
take on a small army?

‘Good, but be careful and make it quick.’ He gestured at Clare and Zoe. ‘If you
two can find something to bandage these people, get going before I lose patience.’
It was the reedy voice of someone telling himself the situation could still be
salvaged. Perhaps the gun burst had gone unheard outside. Anatoly decided against
manoeuvring the boy across to the discarded weapon. Jammed, it was next to
useless.

‘We’ll need to go backstage,’ said Clare. ‘There’s nothing suitable here.’
‘Get on with it, then.’
Too weak to scramble to his feet, Maxim took one look at the blood spilling

through his fingers and passed out.
Cradled in Martin’s arms, Graham screwed up his eyes before bringing them
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to focus on the black metal casing of one of the overhead spot lights. The pain was
excruciating. So much for the brain taking time to register messages from mutilated
ganglions. Was he fatally wounded? If so, where was that tunnel down which he
should be moving towards luminous images? Where was the rerun of his life, that
brief, frantically unwinding spool of film? No Zelda, no Bathsheba to comfort him.
How trite, if this really was the end.

But Graham was not dying; before Clare and Zoe reappeared with torn bed
sheets, a glass of water and a bag of flour rescued from among the stage props,
Martin had staunched the flow of blood by ripping Graham’s shirt down around
his waist, pulling his arms through the sleeves and tightening these into a tourniquet
over the wound site, after which he draped a jacket thrown to him by George
around his friend’s shoulders. 

‘An ambulance,’ said Sam. ‘Let me call for an ambulance.’
Anatoly’s lips contorted into a cross between a snarl and a smirk. ‘All in good

time.’
Graham was feeling light-headed. Where were his kidneys? He knew less about

the bits and pieces that made up his own body than he did about what went on under
a car bonnet. Surely he had been shot too low down for this to be life-threatening,
unless, of course, the intestines had been ruptured. His head began to swim. Big or
small colon? Slightly more important than Fowler. Where were they situated, Dr
Spock? No, Spock was for children. Where were they situated, Dr Miriam Stoppard?
Graham’s head cleared momentarily. He started to laugh but the pain grew worse.
Two heads blotted out the spotlight. Zoe and Clare. Ministering angels.

While the two women worked at cleaning up and applying a poultice of sorts
to Graham’s wound, Martin went across to Arthur and knelt down beside him
under the Russian’s watchful eye. Apart from the ragged breathing bubbling up
between his lips, the man who had meant to bulldoze Anatoly to the ground lay
motionless, eyes closed. 

‘If he pulls through, it won’t be any thanks to you.’ 
Having finished with Graham, who was gabbling something barely

comprehensible, Clare and Zoe moved over to Dave.
‘There’s nothing wrong with me. I was scared shitless and did a belly flop.’
‘You could have fooled us,’ whispered Zoe. ‘What about your hip?’
‘Flesh wound.’
‘No,’ said Clare, ‘that looks bad.’
Dave winced. ‘Bandage me up and drag me across the floor by the arms back

towards that chest and drop me near it. Do it carefully enough and blokey won’t
know what’s going on.’

‘No,’ said Zoe. ‘There’s been enough bloodshed for one day.’
‘Do as I say. I promise I’ll only go for the Uzi as a last resort.’
A frowning Zoe almost forgot to lower her voice. ‘Don’t be stupid. The chest’s

probably locked.’
‘I don’t think it is.’
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Anatoly turned in their direction. ‘What’s going on?’
Clare spoke over her shoulder. ‘He doesn’t want us to help him. Says it’s too

painful.’
‘Leave him, then.’
‘There are some blankets over there in that box. At least, let us cover him up.’
‘Please yourselves, but make it quick. And while you’re playing Florence

Nightingale, don’t forget Maxim.’ The Russian turned around to find his adjutant
still standing near the edge of the stage. ‘What are you waiting for?’

‘Nothing. Just wanted to be sure … No more violence, okay?’ 
Dave lowered his head, muffling his voice between both hands. 
‘I swear I won’t try anything wacky.’
‘Groan.’ The alarm behind Clare’s eyes was transparent to Zoe. ‘Just don’t

overdo it.’

8

Once John Crusoe had lowered Fred to the safety of the pavement, he hauled the
Slav backwards over the window ledge, fastening both wrists together with electric
cable torn from the office workstation’s fan and secured to the bottom of the
radiator under the window. People gazing up from street level might have been
forgiven for thinking that the dangling man was trying to pull himself back up,
were it not that there was something grotesque, almost lifeless about him. If the
thug did come to, thought Crusoe, in the next few minutes, which seemed unlikely
(he looked seriously concussed), his headache would not be improved when he
found it impossible to haul himself back through the window. Fred had wanted to
take the man’s automatic down in the bo’sun’s chair (and had even scavenged a
petticoat from a laundry basket for tying to the barrel), but he’d soon changed his
mind when told this would be like a red rag to a bull. Throwing the weapon down
to street level was equally senseless. Two machine pistols being more than Crusoe
could handle, he stuffed the firearm into the bottom of the basket of moth-eaten
costumes intended, according to the smudged writing on the cardboard tag, for
Oxfam.

Taking a last look around the room, Crusoe grabbed Fred’s Uzi and heaved
aside a filing cabinet backed against what most would have assumed to be a
cupboard door. In fact, this door gave onto a narrow corridor leading down to the
rear-centre stalls. He and the others would never have learnt about the existence
of this passageway had Dave and, to a lesser extent, John not expressed an interest
in stage lighting. Clare pointed it out to them, when explaining the intricacies of
the lighting desk and how it was feasible to access that part of the stalls from the
office. 

Crusoe knew he was taking a gamble in moving back into the auditorium, but,
if he wanted to help the people trapped down there, it was his only option. Given
its dimensions and bulk, the lighting console offered good cover; it also
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commanded a bird’s eye view of the stage. Thankful that the door on the office side
had proved to be unlocked, John crossed his fingers that the same would apply to
the door at the far end.

Too good to be true that he had got this far without more of the same gang
bursting in on him. But the next second the crackle of gunfire told him a different
story.

Fearing for the worst and deciding that there was no time to heave the weighty
filing cabinet more than partially back over the opening to the corridor, John Crusoe
pulled the door to and found himself plunged in darkness. The passageway was
not only narrow but low-ceilinged. He ran his fingers up and down both sides of
the wall near the entrance but failed to locate the light switch. Had he missed it on
the office wall? Cursing, he reopened the door a crack, admitting enough light to
see a switch to his left. Then, he remembered: although the far door beyond what
seemed to be a bend in the corridor was kept closed, the top half was inset with a
pane of glass. He could not afford to draw the least attention to his presence. John
closed the top door, leant against the wall and pondered his next move. There was
a torch lying on a ledge in the office, but no time to go back for it. He would have
to grope his way down in the dark. Get a move on, he told himself. If some joker
comes into the office in the next few moments, sees you’ve moved the filing
cabinet, reaches across and turns on the light, the game’s up.

Agonising about the scene that awaited him below, Crusoe negotiated the upper
section of the corridor as far as the bend without banging his head, then advanced
swiftly to the far doorway, where he paused for breath, ears cocked for any sound
from above. So far so good: from A to B without trouble, but not remotely
comparable to hunkering down in a trench in Kuwait with its sandstorms, sand
flies and stifling heat. A world away. Why, then, was he sweating? Because he was
on his own and had no idea of the enemy’s fire power. Worst guesses were always
the best. How many of the buggers? Too many. How well equipped? Better than
you. On the other hand, the element of surprise was on his side. The Uzi’s stock
dug into his thigh as Crusoe knelt down and angled his free arm up towards the
door knob. Don’t let me down, he prayed, now that I’ve come this far.

Second thoughts held him back. The end of the Gulf War had spelled John
Crusoe’s farewell to arms. The near scrapes with death, comrades there one day,
gone the next, the toll on survivors, some confined to nursing homes, others bitter
and ashamed because of dependency on hard-tried family support, his own
fractured nerves and loss of confidence, all this and more had caused Crusoe to
vow never to don military uniform again. Now, a ridiculous twist of fate had drawn
him back into the field. Or had it? The choice was his to leave whatever was
happening down there to more competent hands, to cover his back, wait for Fred
to send in the troops. It could only be a matter of time before they arrived.

Something else nagged at the back of his mind and it made no sense: if Phil
could text him, why hadn’t he used his cell phone to alert half the neighbourhood
to what was going on inside The Kemble by triggering the foyer Semtex? Or had the
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power to do that been his: the Nokia left behind on the office dinner table? Would
Phil live to regret handing John the wrong remote?

Crusoe kneaded a balled hand into the corridor’s carpeted floor. What to do?
Time was running out. 

‘Get your act together,’ he muttered and, squatting, reached up and grasped
the handle. It turned. If the door obliged, it would open inwards. But would it
oblige and, if so, how well oiled were the hinges? A brief sigh of relief as the door
yielded. It took time for his eyes to adjust to the contrast between an illuminated
stage and the black hole from which he was about to emerge. Nobody visible in an
auditorium where he had sat days ago, watching a performance during which Clare
and Martin had drawn him into an altogether different universe. Then his part had
been that of a hapless victim of terrorism; now his role was closer to that of John
Wilkes Booth.

Crusoe exited the narrow corridor with due stealth. Levering himself forwards
on his knees, he edged his way safe and (as far as he could judge) unseen to an
unoccupied lighting desk. 

Mindful of the Uzi, he took care not to scrape or strike metal against metal as
he raised his head above the console. Peering over the rim of the dimmer board,
he surveyed the scene below. From what he could deduce, the numbers, while not
in his favour, were better than anticipated. Them: one down and two standing, the
large bastard speaking to Clare and Zoe in thickly accented English. No telling if
anybody else was ensconced in the dress circle or backstage, although that seemed
unlikely. Us: bad. Three (Arthur, Graham and Dave) down. Three (George, Keith
and Sam) held at bay at the table. Nigel Hastings being dragged around by that
same bastard with another of those machine pistols, Phil and Martin his closest
targets. Clare and Zoe tending to a wounded intruder. Dave aside from the others
to the rear of the stage near the chest used by Phil to store his Uzi. But where was
it – in or out of the box? Had a reckless move on Dave’s part sparked mayhem?
Who else? Rupert and Stephen standing to one side stagefront with the other armed
character on the point of leaving them – probably to head upstairs. No knowing
whether anybody else was out and about on the prowl.

The sooner the better. John needed the man on the point of stepping down
from the stage out of the way. Distance was no problem, but if he was to eliminate
or disable the character holding Nigel, John would have to set the Uzi to single
shot. At this distance, rapid-burst mode was unthinkable; he could not risk
endangering the lives of fellow hostages, their ranks supplemented by Phil, Dave
and Arthur. To be doubly sure of taking Nigel’s captor by surprise, John would
have to hit the right switch on the lighting console. He might not blind the enemy
with a twin spot but he could shake him. Crusoe shook his head. There was no
telling whether such a move might make things worse. What if the glare threw his
aim? 

John studied the desk’s lay-out. On that evening when Clare had walked Dave
and him through the basics of dimmer patches, channel wattage, fader levers and
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presets, John had leant only half an ear, assuming that, for a man used to
programming Scud missiles, training spotlights had to be simple enough. He had
taken too much for granted. If the timer switch and other gizmos in front of Crusoe
meant something to him a couple of nights ago, it would have been folly to pretend
they meant much now. As it was, the stage appeared to be adequately lit. John
revised his original plan; best to get down to business with one of two choices,
neither ideal: either disable the goon on his way offstage (convenient for Crusoe,
but less so for his companions on stage) or take out his more dangerous looking
companion, in which case Crusoe could not afford to miss: Nigel’s life was at stake.
Going for that second choice would leave the other thug a moving target almost
impossible to pinpoint in the dimly-lit auditorium. The real bugger was not
knowing the numbers he was up against. On the other hand, once Crusoe
advertised his position, the guy on his way to the office and anybody else staring
out across a dark auditorium was unlikely to catch sight of his position that quickly.

Crusoe removed the cushion from the lighting technician’s chair and placed it
on the central dimmer board. He satisfied himself as to the submachine gun’s
magazine fit. The magazine had a capacity of 30 x 9mm parabellum cartridges. If
this was the weapon that Phil had used to fire 3-round bursts into The Kemble’s
ceiling, there were perhaps only six rounds left. Sure that the magazine had not
been emptied, John was less sure that it had been reloaded. He regretted not having
checked this out before vacating the office. Difficult to look now without alerting
attention. What was he worrying about? This probably wasn’t even Phil’s weapon.
Adjusting the main safety lock to single shot, he rested both elbows on the cushion,
angled the barrel towards the stage and took a preliminary squint through both
sights, without releasing the automatic safety lock in the pistol’s handle. It was a
relief to see that guy well clear of the proscenium. John waited for him to advance
farther up the side aisle. 

Two options, thought Crusoe: act before bloke no 2 disappears out of sight but
be sure to take out the guy who seems to be his boss (bungle that and you’re in for
reprisals on both fronts); or wait for bloke no 2 to clear the auditorium and be sharp
in dispatching the boss – then occupy a safe niche from which to put paid to bloke
no 2 or anybody else sticking his head out of the corridor doorway. 

Crusoe knew that dithering would get him nowhere. Decide, he told himself.
Now, before things get out of hand. Rub out that large bastard while you can. 

John took aim down the Uzi’s rear and front sights. He would have preferred
a head shot, but his man kept fidgeting, so he would have to go for the heart from
behind. But not just yet. Nigel was still too close.

He closed his eyes, resting them, and calmed his breathing. He had fired a
similar weapon countless times before during target practice and was confident of
hitting his man at this range in single-shot mode. A disabling shot was too risky;
Crusoe had no alternative other than to take this guy out. 

Just one man. Nothing compared to the number killed with his battlefield
surface-to-surface missiles, whose launch mechanism coordinates failed to
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differentiate between belligerents and civilians, the latter ticked off under the day’s
shopping list as collateral damage. The catch-all: if we don’t do it to them, they’ll
do it to us. 
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